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By Roberto Tejada

University of Arizona Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Full Foreground,
Roberto Tejada, Poet Roberto Tejada uses lyrical poems to explore and give a voice to the troubles
of global citizenship, US Mexico relations, Latino identity, and the political emotion of queer
sexualities. His collection provides a holistic ground-level view of pivotal world events from the mid
1990s to a more recent present.Tejada s innovative work dramatically widens the scope of Latina/o
literature, showing us exactly what it can accomplish. The poems move very much like a three-act
play, in which the first act is one of origins; the second, a staging of desire; and the third, a
symbiosis. These acts magnify one another when unified. Each poem within the collection
positions itself within the avant-garde, in which the artful use of language aims to dazzle, surprise,
and enliven. The poems dance by, preserving a tension between hurry and delay, momentum and
stasis, and every line is like a newly launched firecracker, sending out startling patterns of spark
and flare.Tejada s exuberant language stretches the limits of selfhood and the way it is represented
in poetry. He illuminates the tangled webs that are woven when identities are linked to...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Dr. Catherine Wehner-- Dr. Catherine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna read through once again
again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i have got go through within my personal existence and could be he
finest book for ever.
-- Brian Bauch-- Brian Bauch
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